
circumstances. If the contact with the democratic 
allies of the Soviet State is strong enough to cause 
even a partial democratization of that State, toler- 
ance will prevafl. If, on the contrary, the Soviet 
State is not affected by that contact, then, after the 
war is over, its leaders will be free to choose between 
tolerance and religious blitzkrieg, and there is no 
means to predict what their choice will be.

But, whatever their choice will be, one fact will 
dominate the situation: this is the persistence of 
religion in spite of twenty-five years of official anti- 
religion. A nation which proved to be able to resist 
for so many years will continue to resist indefinitely, 
up to the termination of the revolutionary cycle. The 
problem is not so much whether Russia will once 
m ore become a Christian nation—under the crust of 
official atheism she still is o n e -b u t whether and 
w h en  the State will officially return to C hristian ity-

Mutual Security Comes First

״

question which is not always faced with the frank- 
ness its importance deserves, namely, which is the 
major cause for which the Allies are fighting-free- 
dom or security? It would, of course, be true to say 
that they are fighting for both-freedom  to realize 
their own ideals in their own way, and protection 
against threats from without which would make this 
realization impossible. Unfortunately the matter is 
not so simple, for different social groups, like the 
individuals of which they are composed, will inter- 
pret the freedom for which they are fighting differ- 
ently. T ^ o m e  it will mean the freedom of the 
New Deal with its emphasis upon deliverance from 
w ant; to others the continuance of the system of 
free competition, which in their thinking alone makes 
social progress possible. When the attempt is made 
to define more exactly which of these two conceptions 
of freedom should control the political strategy of the 
Allies, difference appears and tension arises. Unless 
it is realized that something even more fundamental 
is at stake than the achievement of freedom in either 
of these senses there is danger of divided counsels 
which will make a united approach to post-war 
problems difficult if not impossible.

No one has put this more clearly than Sir Norman 
Angelí in his various books and in none more clearly 
than in the last. H e has been reminding us that the 
primary object for which the war is being fought is 
security, fr ^ im a ry  otyect because without
security—that is some form of international order 
which has promise of ^ rm anence-freedom  in either 
of the two senses above contrasted is unobtainable. 
If security is achieved, it will then be possible for

highest dignitaries of the Russian Orthodox Church, 
as well as of a number of priests and laymen belong- 
ing partly te the cultural élite, such as professors, 
doctors, or artists and partly te rank-and-file be- 
lievers. It appears from the book that the Govern- 
ment has committed to quite a fow clergymen the 
task of investigating the acts of German vandalism 
relating to the Church. This should be added to the 
fact that, in November, 1942, Metropolitan Nicholas 
of Kiev was appointed to the governmental commis- 
sion for the investigation of “crimes committed by 
the German Fascist invaders.״

In this book, the Acting Patriarch states, as he has 
many times done since 1930, that the Church is not 
inhibited in performing religious rites in accordance 
with its teaching; but he is silent about the fact that 
the Church is legally restricted to the performance 
of rites, that there is no religious education in the 
country, that anti-religious propaganda cannot be 
opposed outside the church buildings, that the Church 
is not permitted to carry on any social, cultural, or 
charitable activity. But, in the book, one finds the 
very significant statement that the Orthodox Church 
is sad about the fact that anti-religion is the official 
ideology of the ruling party.

This does not hinder the head of the Russian 
Orthodox Church from strongly opposing the ideas 
of those “bourgeois believers״ who regret the termi- 
nation of the old ^ r c h - S t a t e  intimacy and to ex- 
press the hope that, being independent of the State, 
the Church may better fulfill its salutary task. He 
states also that the Church could not separate itself 
from the nation and never could accept benefits from 
the nation’s enemy. This is an unambiguous response 
to the challenging situation created by the German 
invaders in the occupied provinces where they try to 
organize a Russian Orthodox Church which would 
be as subservient to them as the Church in Imperial 
Russia was to the Emperors. In the book, there are 
frequent mentions of special prayers for the libera- 
tion of Russia from the anti-Christian Germans and 
of special divine services held in towns and villages 
reconquered by the Russian armies.

As compared with the situation which obtained in 
Russia in 1937-38, when religion was severely perse- 
cuted, the change is drastic. This change does not 
however signify the conversion of the Soviet Gov- 
ernment to religion or even to an attitude of tolerance 
toward religion, as understood in this country. 
Closed churches are not reopened; exiled and im- 
prisoned bishops and priests are not released. In  the 
course of a totalitarian war against a formidable 
external enemy, it was necessary te achieve a truce 
with a substantial group within ffie nation antagon- 
ized by religious persecution. W hether this truce will 
continue when this war is over, depends on many



issue is au over simplifieatien. Under the abnormal 
eonditions produced by the war it is possible to hide 
under the cloak of impartiality policies and pro- 
cedures which are really partisan. How far this 
danger has already been yielded to by those in control 
of the policy of the Allied nations ٠٢  any of their 
representatives, it is not easy to  determine. In  
default of definite evidence the imputation of im- 
^ o p e r  motives is dangerous. I t must never be 
forgotten that motives which seem to many liberals 
improper may be held by some of their associates in 
the Allied cause in perfect good faith. To impugn 
foe motives of those from whom one differs tends to 
divert attention from the real issue, which is to 
determine what procedure will most speedily re-estab- 
ilsh the ordered society on which freedom in any 
intelligible sense of foe word alone depends.

If the point thus made is well taken, it would 
appear that there is laid upon liberals a double duty : 
first to cooperate whole heartedly with men of every 
nation or social creed who, whatever their political 

believe in an ordered government 
enough to be willing to  cooperate in bringing it into 
existence; then in foe more limited political sphere 
to work with every means in their power to make foe 
particular type of freedom in which they believe 
more appealing and so ultimately more controlling.

W i l l i a m  A d a m s  B r o w n .

those who differ in social theory to settle their 
differences by the method of free discussion and legal 
enactment which recognized government makes pos- 
sih le.

I t is not easy for liberals, either in Chureh or 
State, to put security first. They see so clearly foe 
dangers to which the type of society in which big 
business feels most at home commits them ; they 
know so well how easily, under the guise of free 
competition, the monopolistic practices with which 
fascism has familiarized them my reappear.

Yet there is danger that too close identification of 
the freedoms of the Atlantic (Charter with the par- 
ticular conception of freedom which is most dear to 
liberals may blind them to foe fact that in order to 
lay a foundation for a society as complex as our 
modern society has become, one must be able to find 
a basis so broad in its appeal that it can serve to 
unify social groups which differ as widely as foe 
Soviets of Russia, the appeasers of Vichy, foe 
stand-patters of big business and the liberals of the 
New Deal. Democracy as a political system guar- 
antees to those who live under it only the right to 
make their views prevail by legal means, never foe 
power to exclude from equal participation those who 
from the liberal point of view seem misguided or 
dangerous.

I t  is no doubt true that such a statement of the

The W orld Church: News and Notes
“Military peril has dramatized, for all to see, foe need 

for international cooperation. But as military victory 
becomes more certain and draws more near, that need 
will be less obvious. As we come ٤٠ grips with the 
appalling moral, social and material aftermaths of 
Axis rule, transitory issues will arise to perplex and 
divide the United Nations. These may loom large and 
obscure foe fundamentals and incline us to relapse 
into reliance only upon our own strength. Thus, if our 
nation does not make foe right choice soon, it may 
never be made in our time. . ٠ .

“We have stated our Propositions in simple and mini- 
mum terms. We recognize that as so stated there is 
much latitude as ٤٠ their form and detailed content and 
as to foe timing of their full realization. These matters 
are important and their determination will involve 
much honest differences of opinion which, ultimately, 
must be reconciled. But foe Propositions, as stated 
by us, serve to force the initial and vital decision on 
foe direction in which this nation will move. They force 
that decision in relation to six major areas within 
which the factual interdependence of the world has be- 
come such as to require political mechanism for coop- 
erative action. If the six Propositions we enunciate 
become an official program of this nation, we wifi be 
committeed to move, by definite steps, to bring our- 
selves into an ordered relationship with others. Only

٨  New Report on Just and Durable Peace
The Federal Council's Commission to Study a Just 

and Durable Peace, under foe chairmanship of John 
Foster Dulles, has just issued a new report presenting 
a series of propositas, which in the opinion of foe 
Commission, represent the logical political consequences 
of Christian presupposition in regard ٤٠ international 
order. In introducing foe Propositions, foe Commis- 
sion declares in part:

“The American people again find themselves in an 
era of critical decision. It must now be determined, 
this time in worldwide terms, whether men are capable 
of establishing good government from reflection and 
choice ٠٢  whether they will continue to be buffeted 
about by force and by accident. Now, as before, it is 
reserved to foe people of this country to play a decisive 
role. Now, more than ever, a wrong choice of foe 
part we shall act will involve us in foe general mis- 
fortune of mankind. . ٠ .

“Many now ask: What shall we do?
“The first and paramount task of the Christian 

churches remains that of bringing more persons to sub- 
ject their lives ٤٠ the will of God as revealed in Jesus 
Christ. . . .

“But there is a secondary task. . . . The course of 
events is such that a t i m e  for action is at hand.


